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Agenda

• Overview – Network/Configuration Setup

• Configuration



Overview

 This guide will walk you through the integration between CUCM and ASA, 
with a focus on the CUCM integration
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VPN Profile: This is the location that you determine how your clients
are going to authenticate whenever the configuration is completed. All

other values would be recommended set to their default values. 



VPN Gateway: This is the location that you define the URL for authentication.
You can also check this URL by placing it in to a browser and logging in.

The Certs listed in the Location box need to be located there, not in the Truststore, and 
then you register the phone internally. After the phone receives the Certs you can attempt 

to register it externally.



VPN Group: The VPN Group configuration is simply where you add the VPN
Gateway setup that you previously configured.



VPN Feature Configuration: This is the other location that you set the Authentication
Mode(2 locations on the CUCM total). You will also modify the password setup 

as well. All other values are best left default. 



Common Phone Profile Configuration: This is the location that you will add the 
VPN Group/Profile information and then the phone will grab this information

from the XML file that it will download from the CUCM server. 



Phone Configuration: Add the Common Phone Profile to the IP phone on the 
phone configuration page



Certificate Management Portion of the configuration



Manufacturing Cert: You will download this from the CUCM server
and then place it into the configuration on the ASA. 

The  “Serial Number” on the CUCM should match up with
the “certificate ca” string on the ASA



CAPF Cert: You will download this from the CUCM server
and then place it into the configuration on the ASA. 

The  “Serial Number” on the CUCM should match up with
the “certificate ca” string on the ASA



ASA Cert: You will download this from the ASA
and then place it into the configuration on the CUCM. 

The  “Serial Number” on the CUCM should match up with
the “certificate ca” string on the ASA



Go back through slides 2 – 7 just to make sure everything is in its proper place and 
configured correctly at this time. 

------------------------------------

Now try to register the phone internally and then the phone will
pull all the certificate information down and save those certs locally.

------------------------------

Now try to register the phone externally by doing the following:
On the IP phone press the Settings button

Security Configuration
VPN Configuration

VPN Enabled (Enable it if its not already)
Login with your User/PW


